
 

Stark Museum of Art  
Summer Art Quest @ Home 

Warp, Weft, Weave! 

 
Welcome to Summer Art Quest @ Home – we are so glad you 
are able to join us!  This packet is a series of handouts that will 
lead you through each of the projects that are included.  You 
can also find companion videos that review all of this material 
at: 

https://starkmuseum.org/warp-weft-weave/ 

We recommend working in order, starting with project #1 and ending with #5.  You will add 
new skills as you progress through the activities.   

Don’t forget to take pictures of your finished works and share them with us at 
rjohns@starkmuseum.org to have your pieces featured in the Stark Museum of Art’s  
Virtual Art Quest @ Home Gallery.   

Happy creating! 

 

Project List 

#1 Warm Up with Paper Weaving 

#2 Weaving with the Diné (Navajo) People 
          part 1: Traditional Weaving 
          part 2: Pattern Hunt in my Sketchbook 

#3 Yarn Weaving 
          part 1: Weave 
          part 2: Optional Challenge Modes 
          part 3: Tie Off 

#4 Sketchbook Grids 

#5 My Big Paper Bag Weaving 

 



#1 Warm Up with Paper Weaving 
Pick one Blue Paper Loom and gather your 5 skinny paper strips 

Get Started: 

1. Set out your blue paper with the uncut edge as the top.  The cut 
slits will be running vertically. 

2. Your blue piece of paper is the loom.  It also has the warp, which 
are the cut strips that stay in place.  Your white paper is the weft.  
This is the part of the weaving that moves through the loom. 

3. Place the first strip of white paper UNDER the top left blue warp. 
4. Keep moving the white weft OVER, UNDER, OVER, UNDER, OVER. 
5. Push that strip all the way to the top and wiggle it into place. 
6. With your second paper strip, do the opposite!  Starting at the left 

side, go OVER first.  Move the white weft UNDER, OVER, UNDER, 
OVER, UNDER. 

7. The third row should begin with UNDER.  The fourth: OVER.  Your loom can fit five rows. 

 
Optional Challenge Mode: Colors  

Gather colored pencils, crayons, or marker, and masking tape 

1. On the white paper strips, color designs with 
colored pencils, crayons, or markers. 

2. Try weaving your colorful paper strip wefts into 
the paper loom again! 

3. If you want to hang your paper loom, flip your 
weaving over to the back and tape the bottom 
row weft and warp together.  That will keep the 
paper from falling out of the loom while it hangs. 



#2 Weaving with the Diné (Navajo) People 
Part 1: Traditional Weaving 

This week we are learning all 
about weaving, and we want 
you to have the opportunity 
to look closely and learn 
more about the weavings 
here at the Stark Museum of 
Art that inspired this week’s 
camp. 

Take a close look at the 
weaving on this page. What 
do you see? What colors 
does the weaver use? What 
shapes does the weaver use? 
Do you see a pattern in this 
weaving? How would you 
describe the pattern?  

You probably noticed that this weaving has bold stripes in black and white. You may 
have noticed there are areas that feature blue stripes, or that there 12 red rectangles 
that feature white arrows.  This Diné (Navajo) weaving is actually a blanket, and it is 
commonly called a chief blanket. What do you think that name tells us? 

The name might make you think that it is intended only for a chief. However, the 
name likely comes from the Plains tribes. The Diné (Navajo) traded their blankets 
with other tribes and peoples in the Southwest. Chief blanket owners were people of 
considerable status or resources, including chiefs. 

In 2014, our Education department hired Lynda Teller Pete, a fifth-generation Diné 
(Navajo) weaver living in Colorado, to recreate three weavings to use as education 
touch items. One of these weavings was inspired by the chief blanket featured here. 
To make this weaving, Lynda used an upright loom. She shared pictures with us of 
her process.  

Unidentified artist, Diné (Navajo), Chief Blanket, Second-phase, c. 1880-1890, 
natural handspun wool with aniline dyes, 49 × 63 3/4 inches, Bequest of H.J. 
Lutcher Stark, 1965, Stark Museum of Art, Orange, Texas, 82.900.111 

 



 

First, Lynda warped the loom using a 
string looped in a figure eight pattern. 
Warp is the vertical strings on a loom. 
Your loom came warped and ready to 
weave on! 

 

 

 

 

Next, she began to weave the chief 
blanket design. This is the weft, or 
horizontal strings. Notice that her 
weaving begins at the bottom of the 
loom and that her loom is standing up. 
This is the traditional style of upright 
loom used by Diné (Navajo) weavers. 

 

 

 

 

It took Lynda approximately eight weeks 
to complete this weaving. Notice how the 
design can be clearly seen as the weaving 
rises. Her final step was to take the 
weaving off the loom and tie it off.  

 

  



Part 2: Pattern Hunt in My Sketchbook 

Many times, the Diné people use patterns in their weaving to show a scene or tell a story.  A set 
of wavy lines could be a river, and triangles could be a mountain.  Let’s look for patterns in your 
home and make your own weaving! 

Open your sketchbook to this page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inside each square, draw a pattern that you find from around your home.  Does your t-shirt 
have stripes on it?  Draw those stripes in one square! 

 

Here are some patterns we found on a few 
ordinary things: a bag, a dress, a chair, and a 
tissue box!  You can interpret the textures 
and patterns in your own way.  We see 
stormy skies in the top two squares with 
heavy rain pouring down below.  What story 
does your drawn weaving tell? 

 

 

 

 

 



#3 Yarn Weaving on your Cardboard Loom 
Part 1: Weave 

 

Pick one Cardboard Loom and gather your Yarn 
For 1-3rd graders, please start with the smaller cardboard loom! 

Get Started:   

1. The white string that is already set up on your loom is the WARP.   
note: This cardboard loom is reusable – when re-stringing it, simply go around each tab 
on the outer edge.  Tie the string to the loom at the beginning and end when you do this.  
Cut off extra string. 

2. Hold one end with the yarn and go OVER one strand of 
white string and UNDER the next.   
Leave a 1-2 inch tail of yarn hanging off at the beginning. 

3. When a row is complete, the yarn will turn AROUND the 
last string, going back into the next row. 

4. Feed it back in the second row doing the exact opposite of 
the first row.  Where you went UNDER the warp, now you 
will need to go OVER.  Where you went OVER the warp, 
now you will need to go UNDER. 

5. If you have enough yarn, you can complete several rows.  Make sure to go AROUND the 
end strings, as it keeps the weaving in place. 

6. When the yarn runs out, set the extra tail of yarn aside. 
7. Find another piece of yarn!  Start where you left off and continue the OVER and UNDER 

pattern.  Make sure to leave a 1-2 inch tail at the beginning and end of each piece of 
yarn as you add it into your weaving. 

8. As you work, compress the loose weaving rows together.  Keep your weaving 1-2 inches 
away from the cardboard loom’s tabs. 

9. Use the same yarn colors to make large blocks of color.  Change up colors to make 
stripes.  Will you have a repeating pattern?  Alternating colors?  A rainbow? 

 

 

 



Part 2: Optional Challenge Modes (4th grade and up) 
Interlocking Blocks 

1. To make interlocking blocks of color, you will need to turn the 
yarn AROUND at the center string.  Do this for several rows, 
turning the yarn AROUND at that same string. 

2. The other side of the loom has an empty space now.  Keeping 
the weaving loose, add a new color into the empty space. 

3. Turn the new piece of yarn around on the same central string. 
4. Continue with the new color until the rows are even again.  
5. Finish it with one long stripe or keep making interlocking 

blocks! 

 

Diagonals 

1. To make diagonals of color, you’ll be using the same method 
as the color blocks, but changing the “center” string each time. 

2. On the first row, turn the yarn AROUND on the first string. 
3. On the second row, turn AROUND on the second string. 
4. Keep increasing the string position one place on each row until 

you are able to go all the way across to the end. 
5. Using a new color of yarn and leaving the weaving loose, 

approach the first row from the opposite side and begin filling 
the empty part of each row. 

6. Turn AROUND the yarn when it meets the original color. 
7. Finish with one long stripe. 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 3: Tie Off 

Gather two dowels, a pair of scissors, and masking tape 

1. Wiggle your weaving to the middle of the loom.  Press the rows tight with your fingers. 
2. Weave the wooden dowels into the loom.  One at the top, one at the bottom.  Just like 

in yarn weaving, do the opposite OVER and UNDER pattern. 
If you don’t have dowels, skip this step!  Move right along to step 3. 

3. Cut two strings at the beginning and end with scissors close to the edge tabs. 
4. Tie those two strings with a square knot.  The strings will knot at the dowel.   

Without the dowel, it will knot up against the edge of the closest yarn row. 
5. Cut two more strings.  Knot.  Repeat until the last string is left. 
6. One string is left without a “partner” but you can use the weaving to help!  Knot the 

string with the closest tail end of a piece of yarn. 



7. Flip the weaving to the other side and repeat steps 3-6. 
8. Set your cardboard loom aside. 
9. Look at both sides of your weaving and choose one to be the finished side. 
10. Flip it over to look at the back side of your weaving.   
11. Cut up along the edge with scissors, leaving 1-2 inches of yarn hanging off the sides. 

12. Fold the yarn ends on top of the back side of the weaving on one edge.  With a long 
piece of tape, fix those ends into place.  You may need several pieces of tape! 

13. Repeat step 12 for the other edge. 
14. There is extra string in your kit if you 

need to make a hanging.  Tie a length of 
string on both ends of the top dowel. 

15. Now it’s ready to display!  Snap a picture 
of your weaving and send it to: 
rjohns@starkmuseum.org.  We will 
display the photograph of your creation 
in the Stark Museum of Art’s Virtual 
Art Quest @ Home Gallery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



#4 Sketchbook Grids 
Open your sketchbook to the page with a grid.   
There are two gridded pages. 
Gather colored pencils, crayons, or markers to color with. 

1. Many contemporary weavers like to plan their more  
complex designs ahead of time.  A grid like this is a good way to help  
keep track of which colors are needed and when  
the weaver will change those colors with the weft yarn. 

2. Filling in the individual squares, create a pattern or symbol.  Think back to the patterns 
you found around your house for inspiration.  Or the ones that you have used in your 
weaving so far.  Hearts, Stars, Lightning Bolts, and Zig Zags would be a great start. 

3. Fill in the shapes and designs that you have made. 
4. How easy or hard would it be to turn your drawn design into a weaving with a loom and 

yarn?  I think that mine would be pretty difficult. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Flip to your next sheet of gridded paper.   
6. Try to draw a weaving of something 

realistic like a person, a plant, or an 
animal.  Can you still recognize it?  How 
easy or hard would it be to turn it into a 
woven blanket? 

7. Next time you see a weaving, imagine the 
artist at their sketchbook and at their 
loom.  Guess how long the artist spent 
creating the weaving.  Some Diné blankets 
took more than six months to weave! 

 



#5 My Big Paper Bag Weaving 
Supplies: Your (empty!) paper bag, thick strips of paper, yarn 
Gather scissors, masking tape, and colored pencils, crayons, or markers 

1. Your paper bag has black lines drawn all over it.  Using scissors, cut along 
the thick black lines that are closest to the ends of the bag on the left and 
right. 

2. Those lines wrap around the bottom edge of the bag and to the back as one 
long continuous line. 

3. Your bag should look like the left picture below.  Now use the scissors to cut directly along the 
three central lines, stopping 3 inches before the handle. 

4. Now you have a paper loom, just like the blue one that we used earlier!  It’s bigger, longer and 
comes with a handle at the top. 

5. Using colored pencils, crayons, or markers, color and 
design any paper strips that you want to use with this 
weaving. 

6. Begin weaving!  Always use the OVER/UNDER 
pattern, alternating every time. 

7. Feel free to add yarn pieces.  Tie the edge tail pieces 
of yarn together to keep them secure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. When you finish, flip your weaving over carefully and 
use masking tape to tape the bottom row warp and 
weft together.  This will keep it fixed in place when  
the weaving is displayed. 

 


